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● First and foremost how are you? 
○ I’m good as I can be haha! 

● How old are you? 
○ I’m 20, I actually turn 21 tomorrow! 

● Which is your hometown? 
○ I’m from Lawrence, Kansas 

● What are you studying/ what are you planning to study? Where? 
○ I go to school in Lawrence at the University of Kansas. I’m studying 

Environmental Studies, Spanish, and Social Justice. This is my third year in 
college.  

● In what moment did you realize we have to do something for the planet? 
○ In my AP Environmental Science class in high school, it really opened my 

eyes to the problems facing the world and my community.  
● Do you have any activists that inspire you? 

○ @worthnotwaste on Instagram posts daily content about how to easily be 
sustainable in our personal lives 

○ @greengirlleah (who I learned about from PGC) is an amazing activist and 
she really inspires me to make changes in my personal life to be more 
sustainable.  

● Why did you join PGC? 
○ I joined because I try to be as eco-conscious as I can, but I knew that doing 

PGC would educate me more so I’d know exactly how to do so. I knew it 
would introduce me to environmental issues I’d never even considered as 
well.  

● Which has been the hardest day (physically, intellectually, emotionally) of PGC and 
why? 

○ Day 10, Body was definitely the hardest day for me. It’s hard to come to terms 
with the fact that the products I’m using are hurting my body, and I don’t know 
the consequences of the products I’m using now on my body 20-50 years 
from now. It’s really scary.  

● With whom are you sharing your knowledge and experience? 
○ I’ve been sharing what I’ve been learning with my family members and 

boyfriend. I live with my boyfriend and this month we’ve been collecting our 
compost, recycling a lot, and trying more sustainable and safe products so it’s 
a pretty big change for the both of us, but especially him. I’m a vegetarian 
anyway but he’s been eating vegetarian all month with me.  

● What was one moment when you felt like an eco-hero throughout the month of PGC? 
○ In the challenges that talk about politics, it really opened my eyes to the (in 

my opinion) terrible Republican candidate we have running for US Senate in 
my state. Comparing him (Roger Marshall) with the democratic candidate 
(Barbara Bollier), I now know how crucial it is that the Democrat, Bollier, gets 
elected. Roger Marshall doesn’t care about the environment and our planet 
and I felt like an eco-hero sharing his stances with my family, friends, and 
followers, because each vote for Bollier is a vote for the environment.  
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● What are the obstacles that us as teenagers have to deal with when fighting against 
climate change? How can we overcome them? 

○ I think one of the biggest obstacles is the political divide that is especially 
strong in the U.S.. It seems like there is disagreement on every single issue, 
even climate change. I think that having a majority democratic and liberal 
seats in government will help to enact policies that will help the environment. 
This needs to be done with high young voter turnout along with educating 
others online and in-person, and sharing how we can stand for justice.  

● How will you carry the learnings forward? 
○ I will definitely be more outspoken with the people I talk to about sustainable 

living and environmental justice. PGC will inspire what I do for my future 
career and the challenges this month have made me realize how important it 
is to speak out about injustice in the country.  

● What is next for you in this eco journey? 
○ Doing more. I really want to take more of an activist-position in my town and 

do work in my community to do so.  
● How has PGC inspired you to make change in your own life, local community and the 

world? 
○ I will definitely volunteer more in my community, and work with community 

gardens that provide food to those in need. I will start using more sustainable 
and safe products, with brands like Everyone, Dr. Bronners, Klean Kanteen, 
and Numi Tea. I’m going to be a more conscious shopper and look for 
organic, local, non-GMO, and fair trade labels.  

● Can you share a quote that inspires you? 
○ "I think a hero is any person really intent on making this a better place for all 

people." Maya Angelou. 
● Thanks for your time :) 

○ Thank you!! 
 
 
Meeting the Leaders of Tomorrow: Elise Gard 
Elise Gard is a wonderful young woman from Lawrence, Kansas, who recently            
turned 21 years of honoring Earth with her presence. She is studying her third year               
of Environmental Studies, Spanish and Social Justice at University of Kansas.  
 
Elise’s inspiring journey began with her AP Environmental Science Class in high            
school, when she realized all the problems facing the world and her own community              
and decided to do something about it: she has been working for seven years in a                
garden, where she grows many kinds of vegetables, promoting conscious          
consuming and becoming a vegetarian for the planet. 
 
Her kindness and enthusiasm inspires her family, friends and everyone who knows            
her, and her desire to learn more led her to the Project Green Challenge 2020               
Edition. In her own words “I try to be as eco-conscious as I can, but I knew that doing                   
PGC would educate me more so I’d know exactly how to do so. I knew it would                 
introduce me to environmental issues I’d never even considered as well.” 
 
Through the different daily challenges she has learned so much about the planet and              
herself. One of her breakthrough moments came on Day 10: Body, as she came to               



 

terms with the facts that the products she was using were hurting her body and               
health.  
 
For all us, these realizations haven’t been easy, however, the thing that differentiates             
Elise is her resilience and courage, which have transformed her into more than just a               
teen activist: she became a hero. 
 
Like the time she raised her voice against the republic candidate in her state,              
educating and inviting her family and friends to learn more about how voting can              
make a difference for the planet, why is in young voters the ability to change the                
results and how we can stand for justice. “Each vote for Bollier is a vote for the                 
environment”. 
 
Her hard work and discipline have been definitely worth it: Elise has positioned             
herself on the leaderboard as one of the strongest contestants as well as a total               
winner, earning many prizes for her magnificent posts. But all that material stuff is              
not important for the hero of our story: she is determined to do more, like being an                 
activist in her town and working alongside her community for a brighter future. Her              
vision is also focused on giving those in need food produced in her garden and               
spreading all her knowledge from PGC. 
 
We need more people like Elise Gard in the world: we need big hearts, strong minds                
and caring arms that create a change whenever they go. As Maya Angelou would              
say: “I think a hero is any person really intent on making this a better place for all                  
people”. Well you, dear @pgc.eliseg99 are truly a hero.  
 
In a world full of uncertainty and despair, people like Elise show us the way!  
 



 



 



 

 
 


